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Every society has to seek to meet the need of the old who can’t afford 
themselves this way or that. Pas-You-Go schemes, which had been the main 
measures of retirement income substitution in industrial countries, widely 
accepted and regarded as an institution with high social and economic value for 
many years, are questioned much now. The main reasons are that the population  
aging is becoming more and more serious, while at the same time, the increase 
of economy has slowed down, making the public pension schemes of PAYG 
face payment crisis. Pension payment became a heavy  government’s fiscal 
burden. In this background, people may easily overstate the merits for an 
economy to transform from PAYG schemes to funded ones, which initiated the 
heated argument about the overall reform of pension systems, especially about 
the problem of whether it is necessary to give up the state run PAYG schemes 
and transform to private or public run funded ones. “PAYG” became the heart 
of the debates. The opposites of the schemes even think that the foundation by 
which the schemes were set up is an obsolete social philosophy and the possible 
unfavourable economic consequences were not taken into account. 
   China’s public pension reforms also display the opinions in the debates. In 
order to fit in with the needs of the establishment of socialist market economy, 
Chinese government has initiated the reforms of public pension system in urban 
since the 1980’s and established the basic model currently in effect in 1997. It is 
a mixed structure, which requires to transform from the traditional PAYG to 
partial funded scheme. However, the question who would answer for the 
implicit debt of the transition was not settled, so the goals of the reforms were 
far from achieved and the system is still a PAYG one in practice. The pension 
system which had been established since the 1980’s in rural was put in a tight 
spot after 1999. In fact, the discussion in Chinese theoretical circles on the 
policy choices of public pension system put unduely emphasis on comparison 













leaving many basic theoretical questions unsettled. So it is necessary to analyze 
them from an economic perspective, including  the features of each public 
pension scheme; the different effects on economy and society of different 
pension plan; the role of different type of pension schemes in ensuring enough 
entirement income under the respective uncertain conditions; whether a 
perticular model can succeed or not in a perticular circumanstances. All these 
may be the foundation in probing the prerequisities in establishing the new 
system and reforming the old ones and seeking institution model most suitable 
for China.   
   The dissertation is composed of eight chapters. Chapter one summarizes the 
theories of every school on prectecting the old. Chapter two states the 
institutional transition of public pension systems in industrial countries and the 
public pension reform path in China. Chapter three to Chapter six discusses the 
necessity for public pension systems to transform from PAYG to funded ones, 
the conclusion of which is that funded schemes are not more advantegous in 
deal with aging problem than PAYG. In the condition of containing the same 
risks, PAYG and funded schemes are simply two different ways of organizing 
pensions. In these two kinds of schemes, the material resources for the increase 
of pensions are same. The opinions that funded schemes are favourable for the 
increasing of saving and economy, decreasing pension cost and contribution rate 
are ungrounded. The degree of incentive effect on labour market of a pension 
scheme lies in concrete policy designs, not the financial methods. If we take 
risks into account, we can find that funded schemes faces more risks and 
uncertainties than PAYG and can’t afford retirement income effectively for the 
old. Chapter seven provides a comment on the possibility for public pension 
systems to transform from PAYG to individual accumulated account, regarging 
that the transition is not only difficult, but also a meaningless zero-sum game. 
For China, the transition not only faces fiscal pressure, but also the 
prerequisities are not met. In addition, the reason why the defined contribution 













that self-dependency ratio is higher than institution dependency ratio, and the 
scheme can’t share the advantage of low contribution rate produced by the 
coverage expansion, which would restrict the corporates’ capacity in absorbing 
labors, retarting economic growth and being unfavoralbe for the solution of 
aging problem ultimately. The dissertation finally advances a public pension 
system model which the auther thinks most suitable for China. 
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前  言 
 
1
前  言 
一、论文选题的背景和意义 
每当经济大起大落之时，必有一番关于公共养老金制度改革的讨论与
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